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SeñorTim’s Tales
by Tim Krynak, President
Five years ago, with the help of the Las Gralarias Foundation and
Reserva Las Gralarias supporters, we were able to purchase a 500 acre parcel
of land. This higher elevation property contains three headwater tributaries of
the Santa Rosa River which flows down slope through the eastern section of
the reserve. Much of this property is prime forest and has had little or no
biological exploration until recently. In the past couple of years researchers
have discovered at least two critically endangered frogs and have described
two new amphibians species found on this little chunk of land. Because of
this, the first of the three creeks has been named “Five Frog Creek”. Not only
are there frogs, but waterfalls, birds, butterflies, orchids, and more.
Now the bad news, just upstream from the property there are cows that
are eating vegetation, causing erosion, and their waste washes directly into
Five Frog Creek. This is causing an immediate threat to this fragile and
critical section of the Santa Rosa River. However, there is a solution! The
property that adjoins Five Frog Creek and Reserva Las Gralarias is for
sale! It is a 250 acre parcel that encompasses the headwaters of this creek and
is critical to the completion of our conservation goal of protecting the Santa
Rosa River watershed. Las Gralarias Foundation has initiated a campaign we
are calling “Five Frog Creek Headwaters Project” to raise the needed
$150,000 to purchase this parcel of land. Please see the Foundation Update on
page 5 of this issue for more information and the link to a short slide posted on
our website that highlights
some of the plants and
animals that make it their
home. We will keep
everyone posted on our
progress and hope that all of
you who have supported our
work in the past can find a
way to help us again with this
very important land purchase.
Caption & photo credit:
Santa Rosa River by Nancy
Charbeneau
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Species Profile: Dragonflies and Damselflies of Reserva Las
Gralarias By Tim Kell and Vicki Liu, Assistant RLG Managers
In the last issue of “The Hum” in February we reported that we had found at least 20 species of dragonfly
and damselfly at Reserva Las Gralarias (RLG). Now we can tell you the count is up to 24 confirmed separate
species with around five more species observed. These latest few months have seen the wet season shift into
the “drier season”. This means we hope to add more species to the list in the up and coming sunnier months.
Many guests visiting RLG have been interested in our work and have asked questions both about it and
dragonflies and damselflies in general. So in each issue of “The Hum” henceforth, we will take a journey into
the world of Odes and look into a different aspect of their biology and all learn together! This issue will be a
quick introduction to Odes and hopefully answer one of the questions that regularly pops up: “What is the
difference between a dragonfly and a damselfly?”
Dragonflies (Anispotera) and damselflies (Zygoptera)
(suborders), which together are commonly referred to as
Dragonflies, belong to the insect order Odonata of which there are
5680 described species (although the true number may be closer to
7000). Dragonflies evolved 300 million years ago in the
Carboniferous period and included the largest insect ever to have
lived; the griffenfly, Meganeuropsis permiana, with a wingspan of
70 cm! Almost all dragonfly species are dependent upon freshwater
as this is where the female lays her eggs. The egg hatches into the
dragonfly larvae (or nymph) that can go through several molts
during growth taking from a few weeks to several years. When
ready, the larvae climbs out of the water and the adult body emerges
from the larval skin and waits to allow its wings to expand and
harden before taking flight. An adult’s life is generally far shorter,
from a few days to several weeks, and both larvae and adults are predators.
Although both larvae and adult forms of
dragonfly and damselfly have their differences, it is
the adult that people mainly see, with their size,
color and behavior making them a popular group.
Damselflies have a wide head, eyes that are
extensively separated, similar fore- and hindwings,
and they rest with their wings closed above them.
Dragonflies for the most part are larger and more
robust than damselflies, the base of the hindwings
are wide compared to the forewings, their eyes
touch (most families), and their wings are spread
open at rest.
I hope this brief introduction to Odes helps to answer the question about how dragonflies and damselflies
are different and provides an overview to the group. In the next issue we will take a more detailed look into a
particular part of their biology. Until next time!!!
Reference: Kalkman, V. J., Clausnitzer, V., Dijkstra, K-D. B., Orr, A. G., Paulson, D. R. & van Tol, J. (2008).
Global diversity of dragonflies (Odonata) in freshwater. Hydrobiologia, 595: 351-363.
Captions & photo credits:
Top photo: Dragonfly: Rhionaeschna joannisi by Vicki Liu
Bottom photo: Damselfly: Argia medullaris by Vicki Liu
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Wisps from the Cloud Forest
by Jane A. Lyons, Vice President
The past few months have been a blur of activity at Reserva Las Gralarias (RLG). We launched the field
work for our Save Our Species (SOS) grant project with intensive documentation of our threatened and
endangered frog species – and with some astounding and exciting results so far. Based on our SOS project and
previous field work, Reserva Las Gralarias is home to at least 13 endangered species of frogs including at least
3 species currently not known to occur elsewhere. In addition we started the construction of a small nursery
where we will expand our efforts to propagate native species of trees as well as specific plants for the critically
endangered Black-breasted Puffleg hummingbird and also streamside vegetation to help restore some areas of
our stream systems for endangered frog species. We also have begun the habitat mapping and GIS portion of
the project coordinated by Dr. Monica Papes from the University of Oklahoma. There is much still to do over
the next 18 months but we are amazed and happy with the results so far.
On 4 April the description of the world´s 151st species of glassfrog (Centrolenidae family), the
Las Gralarias Glass Frog, Nymphargus lasgralarias was published. This new species was
discovered by Carl Hutter last year at the reserve (see his article on page 6). We are so happy to
be able to offer a protected home for a species found nowhere else! Congratulations to Carl for his
hard work and also to Dr. Juan Guayasamin, LGF Board member, for his indispensable
supervision of our various frog projects.
In late April we welcomed staff of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) who stayed at
the reserve during three weeks while filming hummingbirds for an upcoming television series. We
also had early summertime visits from students and staff of The Sage School in Idaho and from
LGF Board Member Dr. Jeff Miller and colleagues at
Oregon State University. Our summer has continued
with fun visits from HUM Editor and LGF Board Member Nancy
Charbeneau as well LGF members Dr. Randy Charbeneau, Frank
and Carol Sheppard, Dr. Neal Evans and Leslie Geballe, Bill and
Cecilia Davis, and Bill and Jayne Fiero.
Thanks to all of them
for their continuing
support of our work
at Las Gralarias!!
We also enjoyed the
visits of Jessica Liu,
mother of our intrepid Vicki Liu, and of Steve Waldron, our
new volunteer Facebook guru, and Dr. Darcy Barry who
documented all aspects of the reserve in over 4000 images!
And we hosted doctoral student Ben Weinstein and his advisor
Dr. Catherine Graham of Stony Brook University. Ben spent
most of June at RLG running trials for his field work on
hummingbird distribution.
June always marks the end of the main rainy season and as such it is filled with huge flocks of chatty
parrots dispersing after their long breeding season. The same can be said of the 20+ Sickle-winged Guans –
including many juveniles – that invaded our banana feeders for several months. Continued on Page 4
Captions & photo credits:
Top photo: Carl Hutter
Right hand photo: Dr. Jeff Miller bringing microscope and butterfly net to Tim and Vicki at RLG
Bottom Photo: Nancy Charbeneau and friends bring feeders for our hummers
Photos by Jane Lyons
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Continued from Wisps from the Cloud Forest page 3

Our resident Hoary Puffleg also shows up again at our feeders once breeding season has turned to summer,
and the Crested Quetzals that return to breed here in the summer were first heard on 23 June. We also
managed to get some new amazing photos of a number of our mammal species, including Kinkajou (a regular
at the feeders on our patio), Dwarf Red Brocket Deer, Rothschild´s Porcupine, Collared Peccary, and the
elusive and beautiful Tigrillo.

The remainder of 2012
appears to be following the
same pattern of non-stop
activity. On 4 July the
description of yet another new
species of frog, the Cryptic
Stream Treefrog, also
discovered by Carl Hutter at
RLG, was published. Our
summertime surveys of
butterflies, dragonflies, frogs and birds continue as well, and our annual trail and building repair and
maintenance is underway.
Also, congratulations to Ana Salgado who finalized her thesis at the
Catholic University in Quito. Her thesis, entitled “Parental Care and
Sexual Selection in Centrolene peristictum (Anura: Centrolenidae)” was
an in-depth study of a small glassfrog species, Centrolene peristictum,
which is officially listed as Vulnerable but is
found in abundance in our Lucy´s Creek. Ana´s
work was the first study of glassfrogs conducted
at RLG and was instrumental in bringing us some
amazing volunteer workers as well. Thanks very
much to Ana for bringing us our own bound copy
of her thesis.
And last but certainly not least, a hearty congratulations to LGF Board Secretary
Kathy Krynak for passing her PhD qualifying exams at Case Western Reserve
University. Way to go Kathy!!! We look forward to reading your dissertation in the
´not-too-distant´ future.
Captions & photo credits:
Top photos from left: Kinkajou, Dwarf Red Brocket Deer & Rothschild’s Porcupine, photos by Vicki Liu,
trail camera and Tim Kell respectively
Middle photos: Collared Peccary & Tigrillo, photos by Vicki Liu and Henry Imba respectively
Bottom photos: Ana Salgado & Kathy Krynak, photos by Jane Lyons
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Foundation Update
By Katherine Krynak, Secretary
LGF’s annual board meeting was held this past May and many exciting plans are in the works for the
foundation. First and foremost, there is land available for purchase which would help to protect Five
Frog Creek and the surrounding Choco old-growth forest! As stated in the recent IUCN article: Mixed
News on the Rediscovery of Rare Frog Species in Ecuador (click on link below to see the full article),
critically endangered amphibians found nowhere else in the world are dependent on the health of this
headwater creek system. This available upland habitat is crucial for the protection of this stream ecosystem.
The land available will cost $150,000 and we are working very hard to secure the funds for this purchase
through grant opportunities and the use of our restricted funds for land purchase, but we are still in great need
of donations. Please consider helping LGF acquire this land by participating in our donation drive called the
“Five Frog Creek Headwaters Project”. Please see www.lasgralariasfoundation.org for a slide show with
additional information regarding this project and how YOU can help!
Additionally, LGF is proud to say that we have recently awarded our first small grant to
Jessica Calero, a 15 year old student in Ecuador studying biology. Jessica was in need of
money for her high school biology text books and LGF was happy to aid her and her family
with a 50$ grant to cover the costs of these books. Thank you to all whom have made
donations to LGF’s educational programming! You have helped Miss Jessica continue her
education! Jessica was also one of our Exploradores Club members!
Finally, please see www.reservalasgralarias.com/projects_5.html for more information
highlighting some of the research projects completed and ongoing at RLG. This important
work has helped LGF and RLG show the world how important conservation efforts are in this
biodiversity hotspot! If you are interested in conducting research at RLG, please contact Jane
Lyons.
www.iucn.org/news_homepage/all_news_by_theme/species_news/?9930/Mixed-news-onthe-rediscovery-of-rare-frog-species-in-Educador
Caption & photo credit: Jessica Calero, photo by Jane Lyons

Newsletter Notes
By Nancy Charbeneau, Newsletter Editor
I was recently privileged to visit Reserva Las Gralarias for the third time and, I
must say, it keeps getting better and better every time I visit! I will save my
description for a ‘Be Our Guest’ article sometime in the future, but if you have never
been to the cloud forests of Reserva Las Gralarias for a visit, my fellow travelers
(photo on page 3) and I highly recommend staying there for awhile to see the sights!
However, you don’t have to visit the land to have something to contribute to The
Hum. Just send in an article that might be of interest to our diverse readership in a
WORD document along with any jpg photos to me at ncharbeneaulgf@gmail.com.
The submission deadline for the next newsletter is October 5, 2012. Cheers!
Caption and photo credit: Santa Rosa Falls, by Nancy Charbeneau
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Be Our Guest: Introducing the newest glassfrog:
the Las Gralarias Glassfrog By Carl Hutter
The glassfrogs of Reserva Las Gralarias have recently had a new member added to their ranks —
Nymphargus lasgralarias — the Las Gralarias Glassfrog! Dr. Juan Guayasamin and I recently published the
description of this new species in the journal Zootaxa. This new gorgeous glassfrog was a cryptic species
hidden within Nymphargus griffithsi, which has in the past shown molecular evidence of containing cryptic
species. What is a cryptic species you might ask? They are species that are confused with another species
because they look too morphologically similar to be considered separate. Some initial evidence for cryptic
species is high molecular divergence between populations and having strong differences in their
advertisement calls, the latter of which is the best way to confirm these suspicions!
When I first encountered the new frog, I was wandering through the stream system in the high elevation
portion of the reserve and I heard a new call I hadn’t heard before. I tried recording the call only to find out
that the frog was too high for me to reach! I tried climbing up some branches to capture the fellow, but he
eluded me. The next night, I returned, recorded the call, and placed a ladder next to him. Capturing him was
now a piece of cake. Collecting the frogs is an unfortunate but necessary step in describing biodiversity since
we need to confirm which individual made the call and to identify and later describe the species. A few
weeks later, the reserve´s Assistant for Biodiversity Conservation Projects, Timothy Kell (a.k.a. Timmi), and I
ventured along his newly made amazing trail to an area never before explored at the reserve. Again, I heard a
new frog call that I hadn’t heard before, that of N. griffithsi! At the time, I thought that this species was a new
species, as I had already recorded all known glassfrogs at the reserve. To catch these elusive frogs, I had to sit
on Timmi’s shoulders while wielding his trusty butterfly net. These nets can catch butterflies, which fly, so
they should be sufficient for catching a frog, which only jump! Success was ours, and then his butterfly net
handle fell into the river!
Afterwards, we were quite confused by these two frogs as they both looked like N. griffithsi. Their physical
appearance was very similar, so we were unable to tell which one was the potential new one. Their calls were
very different, with the call of (the real new species) N. lasgralarias sounding like a series of “clicks” while
the call of (the previously described) N. griffithsi sounded much like a single long “whistle”. We knew they
were surely not the same species. Thankfully, Timmi again came to the rescue. Later on he had to go to
London to renew his visa, and London was where the very first N. griffithsi specimen happened to be housed!
Timmi adventured to the British Museum of Natural History, during some feisty London riots, to search
through the museum´s collections and photograph the first-known specimen of N. griffithsi. With his bravery
and photographs, we were able to determine which species was which!
The two species do show some slight
morphological differences. In the past, these
differences were thought to be variation within N.
griffithsi. However, we found that N. lasgralarias
lacks the small dark spots on the dorsum that N.
griffithsi has. Additionally, in life, they have different
iris colors, with N. griffithsi having silver-colored
irises and N. lasgralarias having golden-colored
irises. Continued on page 7
Caption and photo credit: Waveform comparison of
the two species´ calls.
A: Las Gralarias Glassfrog (Nymphargus lasgralarias)
B: Griffith´s Glassfrog (Nymphargus griffithsi)
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Continued from Be Our Guest page 6

After much confusion and adventure for all
parties, we wrote up the description of the new
species Nymphargus lasgralarias and formally
published it in the journal Zootaxa in April 2012.
This brings the number of glassfrogs at Reserva
Las Gralarias up to seven, which is an incredible
amount of diversity! There are only 151 species
of glassfrogs in the world (so far).
It’s important that we seek to understand the
extent of the planet´s biodiversity, which most
definitely aids in the conservation of habitats and
vulnerable species within. Recently, all over the
world, cryptic frog species are being discovered
using new technologies such as molecular and
call evidence. There are probably many more
new species hidden in the Neotropics remaining to be discovered and maybe even some more at Reserva Las
Gralarias!
The full paper can be read here:
http://sunysb.academia.edu/CarlHutter/Papers/1557405/
a_new_cryptic_species_of_glassfrog_Centrolenidae_Nymphargus_from_Reserva_Las_Gralarias_Ecuador
Please help us purchase adjacent parcels of land to expand the habitat and protection of our rare frogs,
birds, mammals and other creatures who have found a safe haven at Reserva Las Gralarias!
Caption and photo credit: Photographs in the wild and on a white background for comparison.
A and B: Las Gralarias Glassfrog (Nymphargus lasgralarias)
C and D: Griffith´s Glassfrog (Nymphargus griffithsi)

In the Spotlight: Las Gralarias Foundation’s Shining Stars
By Kathy Krynak, LGF Secretary
Over the past seven years LGF has been supported by many outstanding
volunteers. In addition to the LGF board who all donate their time to push the
mission of LGF forward by managing funds and membership, editing and
creating the newsletter, writing articles, conducting research, writing grants
and doing taxes, I want to acknowledge the many ways additional volunteers
have contributed to our success. Volunteering for LGF has come in a variety
of forms. Some have gone above and beyond by spreading the word about
LGF’s mission and accomplishments like Dave Lewis and Laurie Boylan who
have conducted lectures and handed out newsletters and pamphlets at a variety
of public festivals and club meetings. Marty Calabrese (photo on right with
his wife and pooch) has done an outstanding job maintaining and constantly
updating the LGF website. Recently Steve Waldron has started a Reserva Las
Gralarias Facebook page and was able to gain over 100 likes in less than 24
hours! Continued on page 8
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Continued from In the Spotlight, page 7

Some who have conducted research at RLG have written multiple articles for
The Hum... and have published their research in peer reviewed scientific journals
bringing global attention to the riches of this unique ecosystem. John Matyas has
donated his artistic talents to LGF creating the gorgeous Plate-billed Mountain
Toucan painting (photo on left) and prints to help our fundraising efforts
(information about how to purchase this painting is available at
www.lasgralariasfoundation.org). After visiting RLG, Mary
Beth Stowe created lovable cartoon characters of some of the
amazing creatures found in the cloud forests of the reserve,
also for the foundation to use aiding our fundraising efforts
(photo on right). Others volunteer by doing things as simple
as wearing RLG apparel and telling everyone about RLG,
Mindo Bird Tours, and Las Gralarias Foundation.
Thank you all for your efforts, our volunteers have made LGF what it is today
and give us hope for continued success!!!
Currently, we are looking for a volunteer to create a video for the reserve/foundation from footage already
available for editing. If this opportunity fits your talents and interests, please contact LGF President Tim
Krynak at TKRYNAK@aol.com

Foundation Support
By Mary Ann Beauchemin, Membership

A special THANK YOU to all of our supporters!
Special Supporters:
Gayle Myers - Land & Habitat Acquisition in memory of Ralph Dale Myers

Contributing Friends:
Bill Davis

Spencer & Wilma Duffey

Bill and Jayne Fiero – Land & Habitat Acquisition

Anne & Jon King

Frank & Carol Sheppard – Land & Habitat Acquisition

New and Renewing Memberships:
Bill Davis

Spencer & Wilma Duffey

Bill and Jayne Fiero

Gregg Gorton

Anne & Jon King

Mrs. Jessica Liu

Gayle Myers

Frank & Carol Sheppard

Kathleen & Dave Tickner

Special Gifts & Thanks:
Nancy Charbeneau, LGF Board member, and LGF members Randy Charbeneau, Frank & Carol Sheppard,
and Neal Evans & Leslie Gabelle for donation and transport of two hummingbird feeders.
Dr. Jeff Miller, LGF Board member, for donation & transport of another microscope, new butterfly net, and
book.
Steve Waldron for becoming the volunteer Facebook guru for the Reserve´s Facebook presence and to Darcy
Barry for donating photos. Also thanks to Steve for donation of 3 fishnets and fish bags.
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Join the flock! Become a Las Gralarias Foundation Member!
100% of your membership and donations go to support Las Gralarias Foundation
programs including habitat acquisition, restoration and management, environmental
education, and field research. Over the past decade we have purchased over 1,000
acres of Andean cloud forest. We have turned pastures into woodland, provided
meaningful employment to local people, sponsored conservation oriented field
research, provided environmental education supplies and programs to local schools.
We can do even more with your help!
LGF Inc. is a 501©(3) organization

Please visit our website at: www.lasgralariasfoundation.org

Donation Categories
Please indicate the amount of your contribution in the line provided
SPECIFIC PROJECT DESIGNATION: Donations may be directed to a
specific project by circling one of the following:
Habitat Purchase

Field Research

_______ BENEFACTORS:

Environmental Education

Donors of $1000 or more

_____ SPECIAL SUPPORTERS: Donors of $500-999
_____ CONTRIBUTING FRIENDS: Donors of $50-499
_____ BASIC MEMBERSHIP: $25 individual/$50 family/year
_____ TOTAL DONATION
This Donation is a special gift (circle one): In Honor of

In Memory of

Name:
Membership information (Please print)
Name(s):
Please make check out to ‘Las
Gralarias Foundation’ and send
this form and check to:
Las Gralarias Foundation Inc.
24140 Gessner Road
North Olmsted, Ohio 44070

Mailing Address:

Email address:
Todays Date: _____________

Or visit: www.justgive.org ** If you are an employee of a business that offers matching grants or
You will receive a confirmation
receipt and thank-you by mail

own a business and would like to become a corporate sponsor, please
contact Tim Krynak at tkrynak@aol.com for more information.
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The goal of Las Gralarias Foundation Inc. is to raise funds for projects
and programs of Reserva Las Gralarias, located in the parish of Mindo,
Ecuador, including the purchase of adjacent and nearby lands that will
enhance protection for rare endemic birds, plants and other animals as
well as supports reserve management, reforestation efforts, biological
research, environmental education projects, scholarships, and appropriate
tourism programs.
LAS GRALARIAS
FOUNDATION INC.
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